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Abstract

vice interruption, and a problem is the underlying cause of
one or more incidents. There are two aspects in the problem management process. Reactive problem management
is concerned with solving problems in response to the incidents. Proactive problem management seeks to identify
the cause and trend of the incidents, and instigate remedial
actions before incidents occur in the ﬁrst place. Considering outsourced environments where the service provider is
managing a large number of IT infrastructures for different
clients, proactive problem management can have a multiplicative beneﬁt as learning from one IT environment can
be easily replicated to similar, but not necessarily identical
environments [2].
Since incidents and problems can occur at different levels of the software and hardware stack, one major activity to facilitate proactive problem management is to create leading indicators (a.k.a., signatures or failure codes),
which are used to classify incidents into groups for root
cause analysis and failure trend monitoring. Some example
incident categories include: application not available, diskusage threshold exceeded, system down, printer not printing, and password reset. The incident categories is usually
determined through analyzing the incident records (a.k.a.,
problem tickets), which store incident details such as client
name, platform, failure descriptions, severity code, resolution approaches, and various time stamps.
The problem ticket classiﬁcation problem is a class of
document classiﬁcation problems in information science.
The document is composed of natural language text some
of which is structured and machine generated (e.g., from
event monitoring systems) and some of which is unstructured and user generated (e.g., from communication with
the clients). However, individual problem ticket instances
are not identiﬁed as machine or user generated.
Document classiﬁcation techniques typically start from
textual analysis (or featurization), in which the document
content is divided into features (words or phrases) and
methods such as stemming, stop words, and compound term
processing are typically used to generate the feature set [3].

Problem management is a critical and expensive element
for delivering IT service management and touches various
levels of managed IT infrastructure. While problem management has been mostly reactive, recent work is studying
how to leverage large problem ticket information from similar IT infrastructures to probatively predict the onset of
problems. Because of the sheer size and complexity of problem tickets, supervised learning algorithms have been the
method of choice for problem ticket classiﬁcation, relying
on labeled (or pre-classiﬁed) tickets from one managed infrastructure to automatically create signatures for similar
infrastructures. However, where there are insufﬁcient preclassiﬁed data, leveraging human expertise to develop classiﬁcation rules can be more efﬁcient. In this paper, we describe a rule-based crowdsourcing approach, where experts
can author classiﬁcation rules and a social networkingbased platform (called xPad) is used to socialize and execute these rules by large practitioner communities. Using
real data sets from several large IT delivery centers, we
demonstrate that this approach balances between two key
criteria: accuracy and cost effectiveness.

1 Introduction
Improving service quality in IT infrastructure management continues to be a critical driver for business growth.
While there are many aspects to achieving higher quality, proactive problem management is playing a vital role
as it strives to minimize the occurrence of incidents and
problems, and supports the overall Incident, Problem, and
Change (IP&C) management processes.
The IT Information Library (ITIL) deﬁnes problem management as the process of minimizing the adverse impact
of incidents and problems, and preventing their recurrence
[1]. In ITIL terminology, an incident is any event that is
not part of the standard operation and results in an ser-
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Afterwards, the document is classiﬁed either by supervised
document classiﬁcation where correct classiﬁcation information is available as part of the training data, or unsupervised document classiﬁcation where the classiﬁcation must
be done entirely without reference to external information.
The former is applicable in our case, as the failure codes
are predeﬁned in the problem management process. Various machine learning and pattern recognition methods have
been studied in supervised document classiﬁcation, such as
naı̈ve Bayes [4], TD-IDF [5], support vector machines [6],
kNN [7, 8], decision trees [9, 10], and neural networks [11].
Either or both of the above two steps (featurization and
classiﬁcation) can be conducted automatically or manually,
and there have been a small number of studies comparing expert-generated rules to supervised learning. Depending upon the domain, choice of representation, deﬁnition
of success, quality of data, time constraints, costs imposed
in knowledge acquisition, and costs imposed in cleaning
and labeling data, “automated” supervised learning can outperform “hand-crafted” expert systems [12], or vice-versa
[13]. It is still true that much supervised learning is used
not to outperform expert-generated rules but to substitute
for them, either to open the “knowledge acquisition bottleneck” [14] or because the goal is to learn something beyond
current expertise (or there is no expertise) as in data mining
[15].
In this paper we propose a rule-based crowdsourcing
approach with the objective of providing an effective and
scalable method for supporting proactive problem determination in a global service delivery environment. The paper makes the following three contributions: (1) a simpliﬁed rule-based classiﬁcation method that lowers the costs
of knowledge acquisition as well as the costs of data cleaning and labeling, (2) an xPad crowdsourcing platform for increasing the reachability and consumability of classiﬁcation
by large practitioner communities, and (3) a detailed experimental comparison between hand-crafted rule set and supervised learning with focus on classiﬁcation accuracy and
cost effectiveness.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 overviews the problem ticket classiﬁcation problem
and its challenges in IT service management. In Section 3
we present the proposed rule-based classiﬁcation approach
and the rule lifecycle management framework. Section 4
discusses the architecture and prototype of the xPad crowdsourcing platform. Section 5 shows the experimental evaluation results using real data from several large IT delivery
centers. Our conclusions are contained in Section 6.
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Figure 1. Illustrative process and operations
of problem management.

interact with the service provider through ticketing systems,
which coordinate ticket creation and access. The ticket
records are stored in the database and contain incident details such as client name, platform, failure descriptions, and
severity code. System administrators fetch the tickets from
the ticketing systems, identify and solve the problems in
response to the incidents, and close the tickets with documented resolution approaches. Periodically, quality analysts acquire a batch of tickets from the ticketing systems,
classify the tickets by assigning the failure code to each
ticket, analyzing the volume and trend of each failure class,
identifying the root causes, and taking remedial actions to
prevent or reduce incident recurrence.
Due to the high ticket volume, manually classifying each
ticket is time-consuming and sometimes impractical. The
ticket classiﬁcation problem is essentially learning (or manually crafting) a function from training data, where the input
is the incident record and the output is the class label of the
incident. After having seen a number of training examples
(i.e., pairs of incident and failure code), the learned function will automatically classify the tickets and thus improve
the productivity of the quality analysts. It may also improve
the quality of problem classiﬁcation from the perspective of
consistency.
The problem management process requires the accurate
and comprehensive recording of incidents in order to identify the cause of the incidents and the trends, and instigate
remedial actions. In practice, however, the problem tickets are typically not well documented regarding both the
incident descriptions and the resolution techniques. This
is especially true in a global delivery environment where
problem tickets are generated from a large number of IT
infrastructures for multiple clients. Moreover, there are insufﬁcient pre-classiﬁed tickets, which adversely impact the
quantity and quality of the training data. Since labeling data
is not cheap, sometimes the quality analysts apply the sampling approach by labeling only a small set of tickets, which
reduces the available training examples. On the other hand,

2 Proactive Problem Management
Figure 1 shows the process and operations of problem
management in a service delivery center. The service clients
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3 Rule-based Classiﬁcation

poor data quality may suffer from the fact that not all the
labeled tickets are classiﬁed correctly, since the expertise of
the quality analysts varies.

In this section we present a design for rule-based classiﬁcation. The classiﬁer uses simple IF-THEN rules to classify
the tickets, and the rules are managed and updated based
on rule quality statistics. This design is crowdsourcingoriented, making the rules simple and scalable, so that the
quality analyst community can develop and use the rules
easily, effectively, and cooperatively.

There are other challenges arising from the scale of
global deployment. First, different delivery centers generally have a different mix of tickets and it is difﬁcult to drive
data consistency. As different clients can use different event
monitoring systems, the machine-generated tickets are dissimilar across delivery centers. This variation in vocabulary can also come from humans. Although even in a single
deployment, the same incident and resolution may always
be described differently and the same type of tickets may
be classiﬁed differently due to the user’s own interpretation
of the failure code, this difference is magniﬁed in global
deployment. Second, the ticket composition evolves over
time, when the new clients are onboarded, new delivery centers are created, or a new failure code taxonomy is adopted
to ﬁt with a change in business requirements. All these differences and changes result in scarcity of valid training data,
and require an effective means to build an adaptive classiﬁcation mechanism.

3.1

Classiﬁcation Rules

A rule-based classiﬁer is composed of a set of rules.
Each rule is composed of a IF clause and a THEN clause.
The syntax for the IF clause may be as simple as pure conjunctions of binary features (such as rules derived from decision trees and constructed by ID3[16]), or as complicated
as arbitrary boolean expressions or probability statements.
Similarly, the method for combining rules to reach a classiﬁcation may be as simple as “the THEN clause is the classiﬁcation, and the rules must be disjoint so that there is no
conﬂict among them”, or arbitrarily complex.
In this paper we take a compromise approach to permit
sufﬁcient expressive power while keeping the rules easy for
the users to write and understand, noting that the users are
experts in solving IT incidents and problems, but are rarely
trained in knowledge engineering. In our solution, the IF
clause includes patterns combined through logical ANDs or
ORs to a maximum of two levels. Each pattern speciﬁes either a word or a phrase, and a pattern matches a ticket if it
shares that word or phrase with the ticket, with case sensitivity as a selectable option. The use of phrases as patterns is
of particular value when creating rules to handle machinegenerated text, such as error messages. The ﬂexibility in
handling of case is important for human-input incident description and solution.
The rule matches the ticket if the boolean expression of
the IF clause evaluates to true where matching patterns are
“true” and non-matching patterns are “false.” The THEN
clause then names a ticket failure code, or class. To simplify
the rule base, we only consider the following two types of
rules.

In fact, some of the above challenges also indicate possible approaches to the solutions. For example, the use of
machine-generated tickets means that a set of phrases associated with speciﬁc classes of tickets could be developed a
priori to be used as features, requiring much less data than
would be necessary to derive useful phrases by statistical
methods. Furthermore, in this domain of problem ticket
classiﬁcation, there is an existing source of expertise held
by the quality analysts. While it is more difﬁcult to extract
their knowledge (e.g., in the form of rules), it is also in their
best interest because they can free up their time on ticket
classiﬁcation (especially for recurrent incidents with large
volume) and focus on more intellectually challenging tasks.
While eliciting ticket classiﬁcation knowledge sounds
similar to creating an expert system, it is different in that
expert systems typically involve three roles: domain experts to provide the knowledge, knowledge experts to create the rules, and non-experts as the expert system users.
In contrast, considering the challenges and opportunities in
problem ticket classiﬁcation, we propose a scalable crowdsourcing approach, where all three roles are performed by
the same community of the quality analysts. The rules will
be designed by the quality analysts and used by the quality
analysts.

• Inclusive rules: The inclusive rules take the following
format

IF (P11 ||P12 || . . . ||P1,n1 ) && (P21 ||P22 || . . . ||P2,n2 )
&& (P31 ||P32 || . . . ||P3,n3 ) THEN F Ck

This subtle change in the goal of knowledge acquisition
and deployment has the potential of increasing the quality
of the knowledge (since it is their own interest for getting
better rules). However, it also adds the challenges on developing a simple rule-base design and management approach
suitable for the mass, and leveraging the mass collaboration
enabled by Web 2.0 technologies.

where Pi,j indicates the j-th pattern in the i-th OR
group, F Ck indicates the k-th failure code, || denotes
the logical OR operation, and && denotes the logical
AND operation. Each inclusive rule also has a conﬁdence score for arbitrating rule conﬂictions (which will
be described in detail below). Note that we only use
3
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similar to that discussed in [17]. This process, as shown in
Figure 2, consists of four steps. (1) A batch of unlabeled
tickets is classiﬁed by any existing rules (initially, there are
none). (2) The resulting mixture of labeled and unlabeled
tickets are reviewed by the user, and the labels are corrected
if necessary. (3) The existing rules are scored against the
labeled tickets. (4) The user reviews the rules by correcting inaccurate rules and adding new rules where coverage
is poor. The above four steps iterate until the user is satisﬁed with the coverage and accuracy of the resulting rule set.
Note that in the interest of time and productivity, the user
is unnecessary to review all labels and make corrections in
Step 2. Typically, examining a few labels in each interactive cycle is sufﬁcient to identify the problematic rules or
the opportunities for new rules.
We deﬁne the following two rule statistics to quantify
the quality of the individual rules as well as the rule set.
Deriving these statistics depends on the existence of preclassiﬁed tickets.

Review &
correct
labels

Labeled
tickets

Figure 2. Interactive learning process for
classiﬁcation rules.

two layers of AND and OR, which in our experience
has been sufﬁcient.
• Exclusive rules: The exclusive rules take the following
format

• Coverage: The coverage metric deﬁnes the percentage
of tickets that can be matched by the rules. We calculate coverage as

IF (P11 ||P12 || . . . ||P1,n ) THEN NOT F Ck
Note that the exclusive rules take a simpler format. The
rules are valuablefor overruling inclusive rules by stating that certain patterns preclude certain classes. In
practice, the use of exclusive rules makes up for the
limited syntax of the inclusive rules.

coverage = (T P + F P )/T

where T P (true positive) is the number of tickets in the
set that the rule correctly classiﬁes, F P (false positive)
is the number of tickets in the set that the rule matches
but incorrectly classiﬁes, and T (total) is the number
of tickets in the set. Note that the coverage rate is typically a metric used for the whole rule set. However, we
can also use this metric to quantify the performance of
an individual rule or a subset of the rules dedicated for
one failure code. It this case, it generally makes more
sense to deﬁne T as the number of tickets belonging to
the failure code, so that the coverage is deﬁned relative
to the size of this failure code class.

These rule formats are chosen for ease in writing rules
rather than any advantage in classiﬁcation. For example,
there is no featurization (pre-processing) pass: the patterns
in the IF clause correspond directly to the words or phrases
of tickets, but without any attempt to handle word stemming
or synonyms. It was felt that the advantages of featurization
in permitting the creation of a smaller number of more versatile rules while still covering the same examples did not
make up for the added complexity in learning to author the
rules.
Evaluation of a ticket proceeds in two passes. First, all
exclusive rules are applied and the resulting failure code categories are excluded. Then, all inclusive rules for classes
not already excluded are applied. The classiﬁcation of the
THEN clause of the inclusive rule with the highest conﬁdence is then associated with the ticket. In the case of ties
among inclusive rules with different THEN clauses, or if no
rule matches, the ticket is left unclassiﬁed.

3.2

(1)

• Accuracy: The accuracy metric deﬁnes the percentage
of tickets that are correctly matched by the rules. We
calculate accuracy as
accuracy = T P/(T P + F P )

(2)

Note that we deﬁne accuracy relative to the rule
matches, instead of the total number of tickets in the
data set. In this way, we can use accuracy as the measure of rule conﬁdence, for example, if the number of
false positive is zero, we are 100% conﬁdent of this
rule.

Rule Lifecycle Management

In problem ticket classiﬁcation, the process of labeling
data is not cheap, so we wish to generate our rule set using
the smallest number of labeled tickets possible while still
maintaining sufﬁcient classiﬁcation coverage and accuracy.
We achieve this goal using an interactive learning process,

The coverage and accuracy deﬁned above are only for
inclusive rules only, but in the presence of exclusive rules.
This is because the existence of exclusive rules is to restrict
4
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Table 1. An illustrative rule-based classiﬁer
with rule quality statistics.

Coverage

Accuracy

128

93%

72%

CAP01

File system
full

97

95

2
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65%

Rule 1

97

45
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47%
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Rule 2

97
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the scope of the inclusive rules, without introducing the logical NOT (in the interest of keeping the rules simple for the
users). Thus, the exclusive rules are used to lower the coverage and increase the accuracy of the rules. Generally, the
users are striking a balance between coverage and accuracy,
with more preference on accuracy.
For better rule management we organize the rules according to the failure code (class). This helps the user to
focus on a subset of rules, evaluate their performance, and
make rule update and edit. Table 1 illustrates a rule-based
classiﬁer called FC-TOP10, where TP indicates the rule
matches a ticket and generates the correct classiﬁcation, FN
indicates the rule fails to match a ticket, and FP indicates the
rule matches a ticket and generates an incorrect classiﬁcation. The rules are organized per failure code (e.g., there are
three rules for failure code CAP01 - File system full). The
rule statistics are also provided at the classiﬁer level, the
rule group level (per failure code), and the rule level. Note
that the coverage rate at the latter two levels is deﬁned relative to the number of tickets belonging to the failure code.
Although it may appear strange to see a coverage rate larger
than 100%, it helps understand and update the individual
rules.
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Figure 3. High-level overview and information
ﬂow of xPad

experience. xPad is designed to enable a large user community to both author (or create) and consume (or run) rules
against community uploaded data sets. There are two types
of users that are of interest: rule authors and rule consumers,
with consumers executing the authored rules against uploaded data sets. Both type of users are expected to use
xPad as a collaborative environment for improving rule efﬁciency and sharing classiﬁed data sets.
Figure 3 shows a high-level overview of xPad, highlighting how information ﬂows through the system. Looking at
the life-cycle of classifying a data set, there are ﬁve distinct stages: (1a ) script or rule authoring, (1b ) data upload,
(2a ) automatic classiﬁcation, (2b ) manual override, and (3)
data export. Here, Xa and Xb denotes two stages that can
happen in parallel by different users. Stages 1a and 1b are
performed in the Rule Editor and Upload and Tag in Figure 3, respectively. As we will describe shortly, users can
also upload executable classiﬁcation scripts directly. Stages
2a , 2b , and 3 are performed in the Online Spreadsheet. Finally, in all stages, xPad supports blog-like collaboration on
user activities.
That said, there are three primary components in xPad:
(1) an online spreadsheet editor, (2) a script sand-box, and
(3) a collaboration engine. The ﬁrst is best described as
a simple interactive online spreadsheet. Users can upload
their data (shown in Upload and Tag in Figure 3). Once
uploaded, they are able to manually modify or apply useruploaded scripts or rules.

4 xPad Crowdsourcing Platform
In this section we describe our implementation of the
solution presented in Section 3, an xPad crowdsourcing
platform that supports rule-based classiﬁcation by leveraging the mass collaboration enabled by Web 2.0 technologies. Our approach combines rule-based classiﬁcation with
crowdsourcing to leverage the network of user communities
and domain expertise and provide an easy means to update
and validate the rule base.
xPad is implemented on a LAMP (Linux, Apache,
MySQL, and PHP) stack with heavy use of AJAX (Asynchronous JavaScript and XML) to give users an interactive
5
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The second component is the script execution sand-box.
xPad allows users either to create classiﬁcation rules using
the Rule Editor or to upload executable scripts authored using a variety of scripting languages, including Perl, PHP,
and shell script. Internally, xPad translates all rules to Perl
scripts. The structure of each script is fairly simple: it
must read CSV data from standard input and writes to standard output. Each line in the output is a three-tuple: (affected row,classiﬁcation code,conﬁdence). Also, only affected rows are expected to be piped to output.
Because xPad allows users to upload arbitrary executable
scripts, these scripts need to run in an isolated environment
to protect the security and integrity of the system (even if
users are not expected to author malicious code). That said,
before any script is executed, xPad creates an ephemeral
sand-box, copies the necessary data and executable ﬁles,
and runs the scripts against the data. The output is then
piped back to the user visualization logic, which in turn updates the displayed table on the user’s browser.
To minimize the effect of user errors, xPad automatically
versions all data manipulation, particularly before script execution. Here, we wanted to give users the ability to role
back any unintended changes. Additionally, it allows easy
comparisons between the efﬁcacy of different scripts. Going forward, we see the use of sand-boxing diminishing as
users will rely more on the rule editor, which internally ensures that the rules are translated to safe scripts.
The last component of xPad is an integrated collaboration engine. Here, xPad allows users to add discussion
threads against all user-created contents, including scripts,
data sets, etc. Each thread is tagged and can be ﬁltered
across various dimensions.

Table 2. Rule-based classiﬁcation results.
(TP: true positives, FN: false negatives, FP:
false positives.)
Failure Code
File system
close to full
CPU/memory
close to full
Unaccessible
/not pinging
Disk space
Service /
daemon down
OS issues
Password reset
/ unlock
ID creation
ID deletion
Reboot request
Total
Coverage
Accuracy

Training
TP
FN
94
3

FP
7

Total
317

Testing
TP
FN
287
30

FP
42

99

96

3

2

340

302

38

56

30

25

5

13

113

74

39

51

7
5

4
5

3
0

3
8

20
66

10
34

10
32

8
21

49
7

48
5

1
2

0
0

63
53

48
47

15
6

1
5

24
17
10
345

13
16
8
314
72%
88%

11
1
2
31

3
5
3
44

111
112
54
1249

39
8
16
223

22
20
12
238

72
104
38
1016
58%
81%

positives (the number of tickets correctly classiﬁed by rules
for their classes), FN to denote false negatives (the number
of tickets not classiﬁed by rules for their classes), and FP
to denote false positives (the number of tickets incorrectly
classiﬁed by rules for other classes).
Note that the above counts are calculated on a per class
basis. Since one ticket may result in rule matches from
several different classes, the overall coverage and accuracy
metrics calculated based on the sum of the above counts
(e.g., the accuracy of the training set is calculated as 314 /
358 = 88%) may be different from the actual metrics. However, we found the difference is not signiﬁcant, and thus use
these aggregated metrics as an approximation of the overall
classiﬁer performance.

5 Experimental Evaluation
In this section we illustrate how the rule-based crowdsourcing classiﬁcation approach can be used for problem
ticket classiﬁcation, and also compare it with the supervised
learning approach.
Our evaluation is based on problem ticket classiﬁcation
data collected from several large service delivery centers.
The data are collected over a period of one year, including more than 20,000 problem tickets. However, the data
are not uniformly distributed across delivery centers; some
newer centers only have several months of data.

5.1

Total
97

5.2

Comparison with Supervised Learning

We compare the rule-based classiﬁcation with several
learning algorithms such as binary decision tree and naı̈ve
Bayes. In the interest of space, in this paper we only show
the results from naı̈ve Bayes, which had better accuracy
compared to the other learning approaches we tested on this
data set.
Generally, supervised learning techniques perform well
in terms of accuracy, if enough labeled data are available.
We have found, however, that this assumption is not fully
satisﬁed when the cost of labeling data is prohibitively
large. For example, Table 3 is a comparison based on a
smaller training set (500 tickets), both the rule-based classiﬁer and the naı̈ve Bayes approach have about 80% of accu-

Evaluation Results

Table 2 shows the classiﬁcation results based on the data
from one delivery center. Only the largest 10 classes are
shown in the table. We use one week of data (500 tickets) as
the training data to create the rules, and another four weeks
of data (2158 tickets) for testing. We use TP to denote true
6
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Table 3. Comparing rule-based classiﬁcation
with naı̈ve Bayes - smaller data set. (TP: true
positives, FN: false negatives, FP: false positives.)

Table 4. Comparing rule-based classiﬁcation
with naı̈ve Bayes - larger data set. (TP: true
positives, FN: false negatives, FP: false positives.)

racy in training, but the accuracy of naı̈ve Bayes deteriorates
to 56% in testing while the rule-based classiﬁer sustains at
77%.
On the other hand, when a large amount of pre-classiﬁed
data are available, the supervised learning may also have
challenges in featurization and capturing the right phrases,
especially for machine-generated tickets. This is the case as
shown in Table 4. Although the classiﬁcation performance
is consistent between training and testing for both the rulebased classiﬁer and naı̈ve Bayes, the naı̈ve Bayes approach
tends to have a higher number of false positives.

ure codes to 29 failure codes and work has also been conducted to update the rules for the ﬁrst 10 failure codes in
response to ticket mix changes. The new rule set has 500
patterns (i.e., 17 patterns per failure code). This increases
the coverage from 60% to 70%, and still keep the accuracy
around 80%. The time spent is 1.5 hour per failure code on
average. Overall, we believe the cost of creating the rule
set is manageable, compared to the cost of labeling the tickets. It also has the value of sharing the knowledge and rules
across the delivery centers to realize collaborative savings.

6 Conclusions and Future Work
5.3

Cost Analysis
Problem management is a critical and expensive element
for delivering IT service management and touches various
levels of managed IT infrastructure. While problem management has been mostly reactive, recent work is studying
how to leverage large problem ticket information from similar IT infrastructures to probatively predict the on sit of
problems.
Because of the shear size and complexity of problem tickets, supervised learning algorithms have been the
method of choice for problem ticket classiﬁcation, relying
on labeled (or pre-classiﬁed) tickets from one managed infrastructure to automatically create signatures for similar
infrastructures. However, where there are insufﬁcient preclassiﬁed data, leveraging human expertise to develop classiﬁcation rules can be more efﬁcient. In this paper, we
describe a rule-based crowdsourcing approach, where experts can author classiﬁcation rules and a social networking-

While the rule-based classiﬁer has shown promising accuracy results, it it also important to understand the complexity and cost of creating and managing the rules. We use
the number of patterns (either words or phrases) rather than
the number of rules to quantify the classiﬁer complexity,
and consider the time spent on getting these patterns as the
cost.
In our exercise, the ﬁrst set of rules built for the largest
10 failure code classes, as shown in Table 2, has about 100
patterns (i.e., 10 patterns per failure code). Building this
rule set took about 5 hours, that is, 0.5 hour per failure code
class. Although spending more time can help to increase
the rule coverage and accuracy, at certain point, it will be
more productive to manually classifying the tickets instead
of ﬁnding the obscure and not repeatable patterns.
As we progress, the rule set grows from covering 10 fail7
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based platform (called xPad) is used to socialize and execute these rules by large practitioner communities. We also
provide a detailed study of the efﬁcacy of rule-based classiﬁcation, across two dimensions: accuracy and cost. We
show that well constructed (simple) rules can perform better than supervised learning, and is cost effective as well.
There are several directions for future work. The most
interesting one is to study how to reﬁne the rule editing process by incorporating machine learning. The method presented in this paper does not explore methods combining
machine learning with knowledge acquisition. However,
there is a substantial body of work in this combination as applied to various domains ([14], [17], [18], among many others). Finding the “sweet spot” minimizing effort by experts
on both of the sources of expert knowledge while maintaining a given level of accuracy requires some effort and is
domain-speciﬁc; however, the domain of problem tickets is
large enough and has great enough business value that it
worth the effort.
In addition, it is also interesting to develop a methodology to streamline the process of identifying patterns in a
consistent and efﬁcient way in response to new client onboarding or failure code changes. Furthermore, it is worthy
to study whether exploring the hierarchical structure of the
failure code can help to improve the accuracy of problem
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